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QUESTION: 115 
Which command is used on the local router to invoke a loopback mode on a remote ERX 
Edge Router? 

A. remote loopback  
B. loopback remote  
C. loopback-remote  
D. remote-loopbaack 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 116 

What is the default authentication method on an OSPF interface?
 

A. null password 
B. simple password 
C. message digest 5 
D. Password Authentication Protocol 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 117 

Which configuration command permits dynamic detection of the ATM frame format?
 

A. aal5mux 
B. aal5snap 
C. aal5dynamic 
D. aal5autoconfig 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 118 

What are two functions that the parameter max-session performs? (Choose two.) 


A. Defines the session limit for the domain. 
B. Defines the session limit for the tunnel instance. 
C. Used to control load balancing between multiple domains. 
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D. Used to control load balancing between multiple tunnels for a domain. 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 119 
After evaluating the BGP attributes (AS Path, Local Preference, MED, and Origin) there 
are four additional route selection techniques used as tie-breakers. In which order are 
these applied? 

A. prefer EBGP over IBGP, preferroutes from the lowest RID, preferroutes with lowest 
IGP metric, 
B. prefer routes from the lowest RID, preferroutes with lowest IGP metric, preferEBGP 
over IBGP 
C. prefer routes with lowest IGP metric, preferroutes from the lowest RID, preferEBGP 
over IBGP, 
D. prefer EBGP over IBGP, preferroutes with lowest IGP metric, preferroutes from the 
lowest RID 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 120 
Which configuration command configures queue buffer allocation on the ERX Edge 
Router? 

A. qos-profile 
B. queue-profile 
C. scheduler-profile 
D. traffic-shape-profile 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 121 
Two Level 1 routers are exchanging Hello packets with different Area IDs. What occurs 
between these routers? 

A. An Adjacency is formed. 
B. No IS-IS PDUs are sent 
C. An Adjacency does not form. 
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D. An Adjacency forms but traffic is not forwarded. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 122 

Which term describes a group of packets sharing common forwarding characteristics? 


A. common forwarding class 
B. forwarding equivalence class 
C. equivalent class characteristics 
D. forwarding class characteristics 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 123 
Once the TCP connection is established, which message type initiates the BGP peering 
process? 

A. Open 
B. Active 
C. Update 
D. Notification 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 124 
In a Bridged 1483 network, which set of commands is used to configure an ATM sub-
interface? 

A. interfaceatm 6/0.33 atmpvc 33 0 33 aal5snap ipdescription Company-XYZ 
encapsulationbridge1483 
ipaddress unnumbered loopback0 
B. interfaceatm 6/0.33 atmpvc 33 0 33 aal5snap ipdescription Company-XYZ 
encapsulationbridge1483 ipunnumbered loopback0 
C. interfaceatm 6/0.33 
atmpvc 33 0 33 aal5snap 
encapsulationbridge1483 ipdescription Company-XYZ ipaddress unnumbered loopback0 
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D. interfaceatm 6/0.33 atmpvc 33 0 33 aal5snap encapsulationbridge1483 ipdescription 
Company-XYZ ipunnumbered loopback0 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 125 
You would like to operate IS-IS on interface atm 6/0.33 with an IP address of 
192.168.1.1/24. Which set of commands accomplishes this? 

A. routerisis network192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255 
B. routerisis 
network192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 
C. interfaceatm 6/0.33 
ipaddress 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 
routerisis 
D. interfaceatm 6/0.33 
ipaddress 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 
iprouter isis 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 126 
A log filter of log severity DEBUG pppPacket ATM 4/3.66 is configured within the 
category of pppPacket. Which configuration command removes this specific log filter? 

A. no log severitypppPacket 
B. no log severity debugpppPacket 
C. no log severitypppPacket atm 4/3.66 
D. no log severity debugpppPacket 4/3.66 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 127 

What are three methods to apply a L2TP Tunnel Switch Profile? (Choose three.) 


A. aaa domain-map  
B. radius attributes 
C. tunnel groups 
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D. tunnel services profile 
E. l2tp destination profile 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 128 
The output of the show aaa domain-map displays the following information: Domain: 
isp1.com; virtual-router: vr1; loopback: 1 
Domain: isp2.com; virtual-router: vr2; loopback: 1 
Domain: none; virtual-router: vr3; loopback: 1 
Domain: default; virtual-router: vr4; loopback: 1 
The end user supplies a login name of joe@isp7.com. Which virtual router is responsible 
for authenticating this user? 

A. vr1 
B. vr2 
C. vr3 
D. vr4 

Answer: D 
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